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For a 2n - m connected map from an n-dimensional complex to a m-dimensional manifold, 
an obstruction to embedding up to homotopy type is defined. The vanishing of this obstruction 
is a necessary and sufficient condition (in the 2n - m connected case, 2n - m 2 2, m -n 2 3) to 
obtain an embedding up to homotopy type. In case the target manifold is Euclidean space, it is 
shown that the obstruction vanishes if and only if certain Thorn operations are trivial. A classifica- 
tion theorem is given in the 2n - m + 1 connected case. 
AMS (MOS) subj. Class.: 57Q35, 57037, 57Q40. 57R40, 57R52 
1 ~$~~ations zE:ptions 
0. Introduction 
In [l], Wall proves a homotopy embedding theorem for CW complexes, using a 
connectivity hypothesis. In this paper, we develope an “obstruction theory” for the 
homotopy embedding problem, when this connectivity condition is reduced by one. 
This leads to the existence and classification Theorems of Section 3 and Section 5. 
The theory shows that only the homological information contained in the double 
points (and the way they are mapped) of a generic map counts in embedding up to 
homotopy, at least in the case of the first obstruction. This was suggested by Stalling’s 
homotopy embedding theorem for polyhedra [2], which is equivalent to Wall’s 
Theorem. However, the author was unable to make use of Stalling’s approach. 
The first attempt at developing such an obstruction theory was made by Hudson 
[3] in which he considers the problem of the first obstruction to embedding disks. 
Embedding disks is an essential step in the Wall method, in which he builds up a 
handlebody, called a “thickening”, one handle for each cell of the complex, by 
successively embedding disks and thickening them. In an earlier paper [4], we proved 
an embedding Theorem for disks which extends Hudson’s result to the case of more 
than one disk and eliminates the hypothesis of simple connectivity. (We remark 
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here that the reader who wishes to understand the proofs in this paper should 
familiarize himself with [4]). 
The obstruction is a quadratic form. This quadratic form, obtained in attempting 
to thicken a given complex, is not independent of certain choices along the way. It 
is the analysis of the effect of these choices on the quadratic form (Section 4), which 
yields the complete theory. 
In Section 6 we calculate the obstruction in case the target manifold is Euclidean 
space. It is shown that this obstruction vanishes if and only if the Thorn homology 
operations vanish. This proves Theorem 3 of [8]. 
I wish to thank Professor Andre Haefliger who suggested the problem of homotopy 
embedding and who directed me throughout my research on this problem. In 
particular, he had the insight to conjecture the Thorn operations as the first obstruc- 
tion to homotopy embedding in Euclidean space. 
1. Quadratic forms with non-trivial coefficients 
Notation. Throughout this paper, all tensor products will be over H. A@ B denotes 
AOB. 
h 
Let f be a group, p: r+ 2/22 = {*l} a homomorphism. Let L be a left Z-module. 
We define a left Z X Z module structure on LOU as follows: ( y, , y2) - (a 0 6) = 
P(YL)Yla@YzbY;‘. 
For E = f 1, we define an involution t on LOZT by r( a 0 b) = EP( b)ba 0 6-‘, for 
bE K It is easily verified that t* is the identity and that t(( y,, yd(uO 6)) = 
(~2, yl)r(aOb). 
Let C be a Hf module. 
Definition 1.1. A p-twisted a-symmetric quadratic form over iZT from C to L is 
a pair (0, I) where 0: C +LOZf/im(l-t) is a map and Z:CXC+L@ZT is a 
Z-bilinear map satisfying the following: 
(a) Q(x+y)-O(x)-O(y) =Z(x, y) (in LOhf/im(l-t)) 
(b) (l+t)Q(x)=Z(x,x) (in LOZT. Since t’=l, 
l+t:LOHT/im(l-t)+ LOU.) 
(c) I(/& AY) = (CL, A)l(x, Y) 
(d) Q(hx) = (A, A)O(x) (since (A, A)t = r(A, A), 
(A,A):LOZT/im(l-r)+LOHZ/im(l-t).) 
(e) Z(y, x) = rZ(x, y). 
Denote by a:, (C, L) the set of such pairs. Addition in LOZr induces the structure 
of abelian group on this set. 
Let C and D be left r-modules. Then C 0 D has a r X r module structure under 
the action (yl, yz)(cOd)=y,cOy2d. Let S=HomrXr(COC, J!,O~Z) and define 
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an involution T: S-P S by Tf( c @ d) = tf( d@ c). (One verifies easily that Tf is Z X Z 
invariant). Define a map d:S+ Qf,(C’, L) by df=(Q, I), where C?(x)=f(xOx), 
andZ(x,y)=(l+T)f(x~y)=f(xOy)+r~(yOx).Oneverifiesthatdfsatisfies(a)- 
(e). 
The following proposition may be found in Wall [5], in case L is the trivial Bf 
module Z. The same proof applies to this more general context. 
Proposition 1.2. Let C be a projective ZT module. The sequence 
is exact, i.e. Qf, (C, L) = coker 1 - T. 
Quadratic forms and embedding disks 
Let W” be a manifold of dimension m with boundary a W. We would like to 
know when a map f: (D”, S”-i) + ( W, a W) is homotopic to an embedding. If 
( W, 8 W) is 2n - m + 1 connected, (m - n 3 3), then we may engulf the double points 
and push them off the boundary (see Hudson [6]) yielding an embedding. If ( W, a W) 
is 2n- m connected (see Hudson [6] or [3]), there is an obstruction to engulfing in 
Z-Zz,-m+, ( w, a W). 
Let (W”,aW) be a 2n-m connected pair, 2n-m ~2, m-n ~3. We write 
( @‘, in@) for the universal covering pair. Let f = IIf,: II(D”, S”-‘); --, ( W, 8W) be a 
map. Define an element (Q, I), E of, (C, L) (where C = @ZTei, Z= rr( P’), p is 
the orientation homomorphism of W, E = (-l)“‘-“+I, L is the Z module 
Hz,,--mc, ( *, a @>) as follows: 
Consider LOZZ/im( 1 -t) as 
Then Q(x) decomposesas c(x)Oe+z G,(x)Oy+C l’(x, yx)Oy where G, GY, Fare 
self-intersection and intersection invariants (see [4]). Z(_X, y) decomposes as 
z F(x, Y-‘y)O y and measures the intersection of a representative of x (in the 
universal cover) with all the translates of a representative of y. 
That (Q, Z)f is a quadratic form follows directly from the following properties of 
the G, G,.,, l? 
(a) i is bilinear; 
(b) ~.Y(~+~)=~~v(~)+~~v(y)+~(x,~y) (in Ll(l-.v(y)y)L); 
(cl p(A)AGJx) = G*Y,-l(hx), (A E r, y2 = 1); 
(4 TCyx, YY) =P(Y)Y~, y); 
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(e) (I+ w(Y)Y)~~,(~) = Ltx, rx), (in L); 
(f) i’(x, yy) = 0 and G,(x) = 0 for all but finitely many y. 
These properties follow directly from the definitions with the exception of (e) for 
y = identity. For E = + 1, this says 2G( x) = I( x, x) and for E = - 1, this says F( x, x) = 0. 
The difficulty in proving this is that if f represents x and g =f, then g and f are not 
in general position. (See [7] for a detailed proof of these properties). 
In [4], it was shown that the vanishing of these obstructions is necessary and 
sufficient to obtain embeddings. Thus we have 
Theorem 2.1. Let f=LIf,:LI(D”, Sn-‘jl+( W”,i)W) be a map, (W aW) 2n-m 
connected, 2n -m 2 2, m - n z 3. Then f is homotopic to an embedding if and only 
if (0, I), =o. 
3. The first obstruction to thickening 
Let X” be a finite CW complex of dimension n. Let N”’ be a compact manifold 
with boundary (3N satisfying m = dim N3 6, and r,(aN) = r,(N). 
Definition 3.1. (m - n 2 3). A simple homotopy equivalence e: X i N is called a 
thickening of X. (When e is understood, we call N a thickening). 
Definition 3.2. A homotopy commutative diagram where N is a thickening of X 
contained in the interior of V is said to be an induced thickening of X (induced by 
f). (When the diagram is understood, N is called an induced thickening). 
Remark. In [l], Wall proves the existence of an induced thickening, provided f is 
2n- m + 1 connected. This Theorem of Wall, together with the s-cobordism 
Theorem (see discussion in [l]), shows that a thickening N has a handle decomposi- 
tion “corresponding” to the cellular decomposition of X, one handle for each cell 
of X. A simple homotopy equivalence is given by “thickening” each cell into a handle. 
We wish to investigate the existence of an induced thickening given a map f which 
is 2n - m connected. Suppose f: X” + V m is 2n -m connected, 2n - m 2 2. Then 
rri(X) = n,(V) = r and we have the map of universal covers f: X + p. Denote by 
H,(j) the left r-module H,(Mf, X), where MT is the mapping cylinder of f If 
C, is the cellular chain complex for 2, we denote by H*(X XX; Hz,-,,,+,(f)@ 
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Zrr,(X)) the homology of the complex S, =Homr,,(C,OC,, HZn-m+, (f)OHf) 
where Hz,_,+, (f)@Zr has the f X r structure as in Section 1. 
Let T be the involution on H*(XXX; H2n_n,+l(f)OH~I(~)) given by T= 
(-l)“t*E*=(-l)“E*t* where E:XxX+XxX is the exchange of coordinates 
E(x,y)=(y,x), E=(-l)m-n+‘, and t is as in Section 1. Then T2 = 1. 
Theorem I. Let f: X” + V” be a 2n - M connected map, 2n - m k 2, m - n 3 3. We 
can define naturally (see Section 4) 
ee H’“(XxX; H+_m+, (f)oh,(x)) 
image( 1 - T) 
such that 6 = 0 if and only if f induces a thickening. 
Remark. As with most “first obstruction” type theorems, little or nothing is said 
about identifying this element. We will give some information on this in Section 6. 
In case the target space is Euclidean space, we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
(in terms of homology operations on H,(X)) for this obstruction to vanish. 
4. Proof of Theorem I 
Let X”-’ denote the n - 1 skeleton of X. Applying the induced thickening theorem 
of Wall to flxn-l we may find a thickening U of X”-i contained in the interior of 
V. If we let W = V - int U, a W = 3l-J and g, be the composition 
(D”, S”_‘) x, (X, xn-‘) :( v, U), 
where the xi are the characteristic maps for the n-cells of X, then we see that if 
the gi are homotopic to disjoint embeddings (D”, S”-‘) + ( W, ~3 W), we may thicken 
these embeddings to handles and these handles together with U is the desired 
thickening of X. Moreover, the uniqueness of U and the induced thickening Theorem 
of Wall show that any such thickening of X (up to equivalence, see Section 5) is 
obtained in just this way. 
Thus the problem of thickening is reduced to the following two parts (see [3]): 
(1) find maps fi: (D”, Sn-‘) + ( W, C? W) such that the composite maps 
are homotopic to the gi. 
(2) find a homotopy of the fi to embeddings. 
Wall shows [l] that j, : rnTT,( W, a W) + r”TT,( V, CJ) is surjective, so that part (1) may 
always be solved. However, j, may not be injective, so that different choices in step 
(1) will affect the solution in part (2). Part (2) is solved by Theorem 2.1; we may 
embed if and only if (Q, I), = 0. 
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We will show the following: 
(A) The elements (Q,l)f are cocycles in a complex which has homology 
Lf’“/im( 1- T). 
(B) Different choices fi, f: yield cocycles (Q, I), (Q, I)/. which are cohomologous. 
(C) If cy is in the cohomology class of (0, I)/, then there is a choice fl with 
(Q,L)r=a. 
Thus we define 0 to be the homology class of (Cl, l)f, where f = IIfi,fi is any 
collection of representatives of the gi. If O=O, then there is a choice of fi with 
(0, I)f = 0, so that we may homotope the fi to disjoint embeddings and obtain the 
desired thickening. Thus the proof of Theorem I will be complete, once we establish 
(A), (B) and (C). 
(A) Definition of the complex Q 
Let C, be the cellular chain complex of X. The complex S, = Homrxr( C,O C,, 
LOU) is defined as in Section 1 and Section 3, where r= v,(X) =covering 
transformation group, and L = Hzn_,,,+, (r’, = H2n-m+, ( W, 3 W). Define an invol- 
ution on S, by 7’f(cOd)=(-l)“fE,f(cOd)=(-l)““d”c’rf(dOc). We may define 
the quotient complex 0, = S,/im( 1 - T). The complex Q, in dimensions 2n - 1, 
2n and 2n + 1 is isomorphic to 
where 6* is the coboundary operator and d is the quotient map of Proposition 1.2. 
The elements (Q, I), are cocycles of the complex Q, since there are no chains 
in dimension 2n + 1. 
Proposition A 
H2"(Q,) = H2”WxX; ~2n-,+*(f~O~~AXN 
image( I- T) 
Proof. The diagram of complexes 
0 
J. 
O*ker(l-T)wS,-,im(l-T)+O 
‘\> 
\ 
4 
s 
P* 
0 
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with exact row and column yields the diagram in homology with exact row and 
column: 
H’“(S,) - H’“(im( 1 - 7)) - 0 
T ,L.‘(, 
* 
) 
(B) Different choices yield cohomologous cocycles 
Given fi E T,,( W, ~3 W) representing gi E nn( V, U), a new choice f: may be obtained 
by replacing fi by fi + ai, where Qi E ker( x,,( W, a W) + n,( V, U)). It is thus necessary 
to study the intersections of such elements. 
Proposition B. Let (Y E ker(T,( W, 13 W) + z,( V, U)). Then 
(1) C?(a)=GJCY)=O 
(2) There is a finite number of n - 1 handles of 0, say H,, . . . , H,, and a map 
g: Hn-,(oy 0-U Hi) + Hz,-,+, (%‘, 8 @) such that :(a, y) = g(a( y)) where ?I is the 
composite sr,(W,aW)-*H,(~,a~)-,H,(~, fi):H,,_,(fi, fi_IJHi) (i.e. the 
intersection of y with (Y depends only on the incidence of y with a fixed finite set of 
handles). 
Proof. (See [7] for full details) 
For a map f: (D”, S”-‘) --* ( k?, 36’) representing (Y, our hypothesis gives an 
extension of f to a map F: (D”+‘, D”, aD”+’ - D”) + ( ?, *, C?) where we consider 
D” as half of aD”+‘. Now if aF = FIAo*-l, then one can define G(aF) in Hz,-,+,(~) 
whose image equals 6(a) in H2n_m+l (q, fi) = Hz,-m+l (@, a@>. But 6(aF) =O 
since aF is homotopic to an embedding (aF is homotopic to a constant). Similarly 
Cqf)=O. 
Given F as above, let 0 be a finite collection of handles of fi containing the 
image of F. We may assume that 3 is obtained from ??% by addition of the 
handles in Q. Let Hi be the n - 1 handles of Q. Suppose p E ker a,( W, 8 W) + 
H,_,( fi, C-U Hi). If g: (D”, 9-l)+ (G’, a6’) representsp,since H,,_,( fi, C-Hi) 
is a subgroup of H,_,( fi, fi- Q), one may extend the map g to a map g: (X lJaD D”, 
D”, X) + ( v, @‘, fi), where X is a homology from dD into o- 0. One can define 
the intersection i(aF, g> in H2n_m+, (e, fi), since image ag is disjoint from image 
aF. But this is 0 since aF is homotopic to the trivial map via a homotopy disjoint 
from image ag. 
The above argument is valid for more general coefficients. For the integers mod s, 
this yields i( a, p) E sH2,_,+1 (ti,d@)ifap~sH,_i(~,fi--lJH,).Thissufficesto 
show (2) since H,,_,( U, U-y Hi) is a finitely generated free abelian group. 
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Corollary B’. For a E ker( r”r,( W, 8 W) --, T,,( V, I/)) 
(1) O(a)=0 
(2) I(a,y)doesnotdependony,butonlyonay,i.e.thereisamapG:C,_,-,LOBr 
which satisfies G(yz)=(l, y)G(z) such thar I(cy,y)=G(ay). 
Proof. Qta)=~(a)Oe+~~,(cu)Oy+~ &qya)@y. By B(1) ~(a)=cTJ(u)=O 
and by B(2) ?(a, Y(Y) =O. 
I(a, y) =x :(a, Y-*y)O y Bg’z: ga( y-Ly)@ y 
Y Y 
=F gr-‘(WOr= Gtay) 
where G(t) =&g(y-‘z)@y. 
Corollary B”. (0, I), -(Q, I),, is in image da*. 
Proof. It suffices to show this when replacing, say, fi by fl +a, with LY E 
ker( 7rm( W, 3 W) + a,( V, U)). Let p1 : C, + hT be the projection onto the first sum- 
mand (C,, is r-free on the cells of X). Define F by F(xOy) =I(p,(x)a, y). Then 
I/(x, y)-1,(x, y)=I(p,(x)a, y)+I(x, ~~(y)~)=(1+7-)F(xOy). Q/4x)-C&(x)= 
Q(p,(x)a)+l(p,(x)a, x) = F(xOx) since Q(p,(x)a) = (p,(x), p,(x))Q(a) =O. 
This shows that ( Q, I)fV - (0, Z)f = dE 
Define GEHomrxr(C,OC,_l, LOU) by G(x@z)=(PI(x), 1)GC.z). Then 
*6*G(xOy) = (pi(x), l)G(ay) = (p&3, IMa, Y) = Up,(x)a, Y) = F(xOy). Thus 
(Q,I)T-(CI,I)f=*d8*~. 
(C) All cocycles in the cohomology class of (0, I), can be realized 
An element G E Homrxr( C, 0 C,,_, , L@Zr) may be written G(xOy)= 
Ci (Pi(X), I)Gi(y), where Pi: C, +ZT is the projection onto the ith factor and 
Gi: C,_, + LOU satisfies Gi(yy) = (1, y)Gi(y). In order to realize all cocycles in 
the given cohomology class, it suffices to find (Y E ker( r,,( W, a W) --, rTT,( V, U)) 
satisfying Corollary B’ with G: C,_, + L@ZT arbitrary. Any such G written G(y) = 
C, G,(y)@ y is uniquely determined by G,, e = identity. Thus it suffices to find 
aEker(r”(W,aW)+r,(V, U)) satisfying Q(cr)=O, I(a,y)=x F(cu,y-‘y)@y 
where r’((~, y) = g(ay) with g: C ,, 1 + L any Z homomorphism which is zero on all _ 
but finitely many of the generators. (C,_, is h free on the n- 1 handles of fi). 
Finally, it suffices to find a E ker( rm,( W, a W) + T,,( V, U)) such that ;( a, y) = T( y)a, 
where n(y) is the incidence of y with a fixed handle of fi, and a E Hz,_,+, (I?, 
a%‘) is arbitrary. Applying the following proposition to X = zn-l, V = c and 
U = fi yields part (c). 
Proposition C. (Realization of Intersections.) Let U be a thickening of a simply 
connected complex X of dimension n - 1 (but not necessarily finite) in a simply 
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connected manifold V’“. Let ( W, a W) = ( V - int U, aU) be 2n - m connected. Then 
given a E Hz,-,+, ( W, a W), there is a E ker( r,,( W, a W) + r,,,( V, U)) satisfying 
i( a, y) = 77 ( y)a, where q(y) is the incidence of y with a fixed n - 1 handle of U. 
Proof. We begin by giving a model for intersections: 
A link of two n - 1 cells in a( k + l)-handle 
Let ]I x ]I = maxlxi] be the norm in R’ and put e’ = {x: ]I x1( s 1). Then e’ is a pl r-cell, 
e ,+s = er X es = [-1, l]‘+‘. Define embeddings f+ : e" = ek X e' X eneke' + ektl 
XR2n-2k-2_ - ekXelXR”-k-‘XR”-k-’ by f+(x, t,y)=(x, -(3/4)t+l/4, y, 0); 
f-(x, t, y) = (x. (3/4)r- l/4, 0, y). 
Let H = ek+l XRZn-2k-2, aH_-aek+iX~Zf’-~k-~ and DzekXelXaen-k-lu 
ek XIXen-k-l. Then D is an n - 1 cell of ae” and f* : (0, alI) + (H, aH) are disjoint 
embeddings. These embeddings are trivial, since they bound f*( e”). However their 
link is not. 
A link of an n-cell and an n - 1 cell 
Define f: en+’ = e”xe’+H’=HxR by f(x,t)=(f+(x), t). Let D'=Dxe'u 
e" x ae’. Then D’ is an n-cell and f: (II’, aD’) + (H’, aH’) is an embedding. Then 
considering (H, aH) x 0 c (H’, JH’), we have that f and f- are disjoint embeddings 
of D’ and D in H’. 
Intersection of an n-cell with an n - 1 cell x R,. 
Define g:(DXR+, aDXR+)+(H’,aH’) by g(x, t)=(f_(x), t). Then g is an 
embedding not disjoint from J 
We claim i(f, g) is the generator of Hk+,(H’, aH’) =Z. The intersection in H’ 
is equal to ek X 1/2X 0 X 0 X 1. This intersection is transverse. At the source in D’, 
this intersection is in e” X 1 and equals ek X-1/3 X0X 1. This bounds z+ = ek X[-1, 
-1/3]XOXl. At the source in DXR,, the intersection is ek X 1 X 0 X 1, which 
bounds z- = (ek X e1 X * u ek X 1 X C) X 1, where * is a point of ae”-k-l and C is 
the segment {t *, 0 s t s 1). f (2,) +g(z-) represents i( f, g). It is homologous to 
f(z+)+f-(e”Xe’XO)Xl which is ekXelXl, a generator of Hk+l(H’,aH’). 
Now back to the proof of C Let V,, be the union of the handles of dimensions 
n-2, and set ( W’, aW’)=(V-int V,, a&,). Then Hz,-,+,( W, a W) = 
7rZn_+, ( W’, 8 W’). Using embedding theorems of Hudson, [6], we may embed a 
disk e2n-m+‘ in W’ disjoint from the n- 1 handles of U and representing the 
element a E Hz,_,+, ( W, 8 W). Taking a regular neighborhood of this embedding, 
we may assume there is an embedding of (H’, aH’) of the model in ( W’, a W’) 
disjoint from the n - 1 handles. (We have put k = 2n - m). 
Let e”-’ be the core of the fixed n- 1 handle of the proposition C. Take the 
boundary connected sum of en-’ with f_(D). Since f_(D) is embedded trivially, 
this is isotopic to en-‘, hence we may assume that this is en-‘. Now let (Y = [f (D’)] E 
G-,,( W, a W). Since f(D’) bounds in (H’, aH’), Q isinker(a,(W,aW)+rr,(V, V)). 
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Finally i(~, p) = n(P)a since any map representing p is homotopic near H’ to a 
map like g in the model. Thus for each incidence of j3 with en-‘, we get an intersection 
with (Y equal to a. 
5. Classification Theorem 
Definition 5.1. A pair 
where 
is an induced thickening, and H is a homotopy between f and e making the diagram 
commute, is called a thickening homotopy (of f). 
The notion of thickening homotopy arises naturally in the attempt to classify 
induced thickenings. It is exactly analogous to the introduction of embedding 
homotopies (see Larmore [9]) used in the classification of embeddings. 
Definition 5.2. Two induced thickenings (or thickening homotopies) are said to be 
equivalent if there is a l-parameter family of induced thickenings (thickening 
homotopies) connecting them. (A one parameter family 
must satisfy IV, = i,(N,), where i, is an isotopy of No in V). The set of equivalence 
classes of induced thickenings (thickenin g homotopies) of f will be denoted by 
Thick(f) (Thick(f)). 
Let Vx denote the space of maps of X to V. There is an action of rr( Vx, f) on 
the set Thick(f) whose orbits correspond to the set Thick(f). Of course if 
v,( Vx,f) =O, (e.g. V =R”) these sets are the same. 
Theorem II. Let X” + V” be 2n - m + 1 connected, 2n -m + 12 2, m - n 3 3. There 
is a bijection between the set Thick(f) of equioalence classes of thickening homotopies 
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H’“WxX; Hz,-,+2 (f)ozn,(x)) 
image( 1 - T) 
Remark. Theorem II is the analogue of Theorem I applied to homotopies. As in 
the usual “first difference” classification, the bijection is determined up to choice 
of a given thickening as zero element. 
Proof of Theorem II. Wall shows that there are induced 
thickening homotopy 
I 
(X&V, H 
\ c . 
CJ i 
thickenings. So fix a 
If 
I X-V, H' 
N c 
U’ 
is another thickening homotopy, we obtain a map 
(xx[o,1],xxo,xx1) fi..H(lLH’(l) >(VX[O,l], uxo, U’Xl) 
where A is the homotopy given by doing H backwards and then H’. These two 
thickening homotopies will be equivalent, if and only if H induces a thickening of 
XX[O, 11, modulo XX0 and XX 1. 
A relative version of Theorem I gives an obstruction 8 E HZ”/1 - T such that 
O=O iff the two thickening homotopies are equivalent. The invariant 0 is clearly 
additive, so we obtain in this way an injective correspondence Thick(f) + Hz”/ 1 - T. 
In the model of the two linked n - 1 cells of Section 4(C), we may use the n-disks 
which they bound to get a model of a homotopy of a trivial pair of n - 1 disks to 
a linked pair. Replace n by n+ 1. Embedding this homotopy as in Section 4(C) 
shows that we can realize all elements of Qfp(Cn, L) as obstructions to isotopy, so 
the map Thick(f) + H2”/ 1 - T is surjective. 
6. Calculating the obstruction-the case of Euclidean space 
The object of this Section is to calculate the thickening obstruction in case the 
target manifold is Euclidean space. As the thickening obstruction was based on the 
intersection and self-intersection invariants of Section 2 (see also [4]), the calculation 
divides into two parts. In Proposition 6.1 we see that the intersection invariant 
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vanishes. Proposition 6.2 says that the self-intersection invariant is the Thom 
homology operation. These parts taken together give us the embedding Theorem III. 
Let X be a k - 1 connected CW complex of dimension n, k 5 2, n - k 2 3. If f is 
any map from X to [w’“+, then F&+,(f) = Hk(X). Theorem I then gives us the 
thickening obstruction 6’:, E H’“(X X X; Hk(X))/image( 1 - T). We first describe 
this group: Let C,(X) be the chain complex of X and choose a basis ei for C,(X) 
and a basis Yj for C’,-,(X) such that aei= n,y, (i.e. so that the matrix of a,, is 
diagonal). Then H”(X) =@iRi, where Ri = Z/n,Z. H’“(X X X; H,(X)) = 
((O,Ri)O(Oi<j(RiOR,ORjORi))OH,(X)=(O;H,(X; Ri))O(Oi<j(Hk(X; RiO 
Rj)OHk(X; RjOR,))). NOW T on Hk(X; Ri) is multiplication by (-l)“-lr+’ and 
T maps H,(X; RiORj) isomorphically onto Hk(X; RjOR,). Hence H’“(X X X; 
Hk(X))/image(l-T)=(OiHk(X; Ri,))O(Oi<jHk(X; R;ORj)), where Ric= 
Ri/(l +(-l)“-k)Ri. Under these identifications we may decompose t!7x as (OiUi)O 
(Oi<jbij). 
Proposition 6.1. b, = 0. 
If R is a ring and r a non-negative integer let R, = R/( 1 +(-l)‘)R. Recall that 
the Thorn operations [l l] are maps 0:: H,,(X; R) --, H,,_,(X; R,). 
Proposition 6.2. Ui = efik (e,). 
We have the following result announced in (8). 
Theorem III. Let X be a finite CW complex of dimension n. Suppose X is k - 1 
connected and k 2 2, n - k 2 3. Then X thickens in IWZnek if and only if the Thorn 
operations 6)f-k on H,,(X; R) are zero, for ail rings R. 
Proof of Theorem III. Thorn [ll] proves the only if part. By Propositions 6.1 and 
6.2, C?x =0 if and only if ef:k(ei) = 0, for ah i. In particular, if of-k iS zero on 
H,(X; R), all R, then ox =O, so by Theorem I, X thickens in IWZnwk. 
Proof of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2. Let U be a thickening of the n - 1 skeleton of 
X in lR2n-k. Let (W, aW) =((W2n-k-* mt(U), ar/). Choose representatives as in 
Theorem I 
._ fi A tw,aw 
(D”, y-1) x, (X, X”_l) - (lR2”-k, U) 
where xi represents ei. Then 0x = [( Q, I),], where (0, l)f is the quadratic form of 
self-intersections and intersections of the fi. Note that since n,(X) = 0, Q and I are 
reduced to the invariants (T and i of [4]. 
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DefineFEHom(C,(X)OC,(X),H)(whereH=H~(X)=H~+,(W,i,W)) bythe 
formula FE, x,ei, C, y,ej) =xi x,y,a’(fi) +I,<, x,y,i(fi. f,) where g’(L) E H is any 
representative of a(~)EH,=H/(l+&)H=Hk,,(W. aW;Z,), ~=(-l)~-l’, Z,= 
Z/( 1 + e)Z. If d is the map of Proposition l.,, 3 then d(F) = (Q, l)p It follows that 
6;j = i(fi, f,) in H/gcd( n,, nj)H = Hk+r( W, a W; iZ/gcd(n,, nj)z) and that U, = o(fi) 
in H/gcd(ni, li-&)H=Hk+,(W, i3W; P,OZ/n,Z). 
Let Z” be a cycle with coefficients in the ring R and let F:Z+ Rznek be a map 
in general position so that the double point cycle 9(F) E Hk(Z; R,) is defined. 
Then 9(F) = @f-l, ([Z]). (This is shown by McCrory in [IO] in case R = Z/22). 
Using the above, let us proceed to calculate the a,. Remark that since ite, = n,yi, 
it follows, since Lr = X”-‘, that fi,[S”-‘I=0 in H,_,( U; E/n,Z). Thus we may find 
a relative Z/n,h cycle Y, with a Y, = S”-’ and a map gi: Yi + U extending fil S”-‘. 
We then have a map F, = gi ufi: Z, = Y, u el --f Wznmk = U u W, where Z, is a Z/niZ 
cycle. 
a(fi) is represented (see Section 2 of [4]) by the k + 1 cycle A,(f,), the mapping 
cylinder on the double point cycle, in Hk+,(Mf,, Maf,u Dn; Z,)- HOZ,. But as 
Ar(fi) is the restriction of ,N,(F,) to M,, it follows, after excision and mod R,, 
R =Z/n,Z, that &r(fi) is represented by AT(Fi) in Hk+,(MF,, My, u 0:; R,) = HO 
R,. But Ul,(F,) = 9(Fi), the double point cycle. Since MF, =[WZ”-k it follows that 
13, iS an isomorphism, i.e. ff,+,(M,, Mg, u D;; R,) zHk(Mg, u D,; R,)=H,(X; 
R,)- HOR,. Under these isomorphisms we have that ai = u(J) = 9(Fi)= 
O:F”dz(Zi). As Z, represents ei (mod ni), this proves 6.1. 
Similarly, we get that b, = i(fi, h) is represented by 9(F;, Fj) f 9( F,. Fi), the 
intersection cycles (which are defined mod gcd(ni, q)). But as Fi, Fj may be separated 
in R Zn-k by a homotopy, this proves i( fi, h) = 0 mod gcd( n;, n,), i.e. bij = 0. 
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